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Application Note

AMC Monitoring
Measurement of Airborne Molecular Contaminations (AMC) in Clean Rooms
Airborne Molecular Contamination (AMC) is a
general term for existing molecular contaminations in the clean environments (such as cleanrooms). These compounds belong to very different groups with very different mechanism of damage.
In the SEMI F21 95 standard the AMC in microelectronic clean environments are classified in
four groups:
Class

Category

Description

MA

Molecular
Acids

A corrosive material whose chemical
reaction characteristic is that of an
electron acceptor.

MB

Molecular
Bases

A corrosive material whose chemical
reaction characteristic is that of an
electron donor.

MC

Molecular
Condensables

A substance (other than water) typically
having a boiling point above room
temperature at atmospheric pressure,
capable of condensation on a clean surface

MD

Molecular
Dopants

A chemical element which modifies the
electrical properties of a semiconductor
material

Airborne Molecular Contamination (AMC) is a
concern for any high technology manufacturing
process, especially in the microelectronic industry and is getting more and more in the focus of
interest. Organic contaminations may cause adverse effects on production tools and consequently increase costs for high-tech companies.
The following tabula gives a short overview
about contaminants, source of AMC and their effects:
AMC Class

Contaminants

Sources

Effects

Acids

HF, HCl, HBr, SO2, NOx ,
Cl2

Etch chambers,
diffusion furnaces, wet
benches, CVD

Hazing of reticles, wafers, optics of
exposure & metrology tools,
Corrosion of Al & Cu metal lines

Bases

Ammonia, Amines,
NMP

CVD, HMDS, CMP,
slurries, wafer cleaning
processes, TiN films
deposition, Si3N4 films
deposition, photoresist
strippers, polymers,
epoxies, TMAH
decomposition

Neutralizes photoacids in resists.
Reacts with acid vapors can cause
hazing, particle formation, nitrides
on wafer surface

Condensables

IPA, Acetone, PGME,
PGMEA, HMDS, NMP,
Phthalates,
Organophosphates

Outside air, process
chemicals, out-gassing
from filter, sealants,
walls, adhesives, floors,
wafer shippers, FOUPS,
pods flame retardants

Hazing of exposure tool optics and
masks, from silicones & HMDS byproducts, de-lamination of PR and
ARCs

Dopants

Boron, Phosphorous,
Organo -phosphorous,
Arsenic, Antimony

Degradation of HEPA &
ULPA filters, exhaust
from RIE, EPI, CVD
processes, flame retard.

Unwanted n- and p- doping of wafers

The major sources of contamination:
Materials of construction
- Problems from organics, acids and bases have been documented from silicone lubricants,
amine outgassing, polymeric materials, production equipment - pumps, motors, robots
etc.
Chemicals in the fab area
- Cleaners, solvents, PGMEA, HMDS process
leaks, CMP slurries, amines and organic breakthrough, adhesion promoters, dielectrics,
photoresists, cross-contamination of chemicals, recirculated air with inadequate (chemical) filtration, man as emission source (exhale
ammonia ~ 5-25 ppbv)
External source:
- Fertilizers, sewage, agriculture, car traffic, industrial emissions, smog, etc.
Bulk gas supply
- Tool purge air and nitrogen contaminated
with organics, acids and bases
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Contaminations as chemical films or layers, sometimes as thin as a single molecule, can cause
yield losses due to changes in the chemical, electrical, optical, and physical properties of the product surfaces. In addition to damaging the final
product, these chemical films can damage or impair costly optics and other tools used in the manufacturing process.
Monitoring of AMCs with an Ion Mobility
Spectrometer (IMS) can help to reduce or eliminate the costs associated with this contamination. This includes detection of acids, bases, ammonia and organic compounds in a continuously
operating gas analyzer. These airborne contaminants cause expensive, yield-reducing and
quality degrading problems such as film and trace corrosion, T-topping, bridging and unwanted
doping of silicon.
The IMS-Analyzer is a multi-gas analyzer as Ion
Mobility Spectrometer (IMS) with high
sensitivity in the lower ppb-range and high resolution. With this trace-gas analyzer toxic gases
can be detected and identified without any enrichment directly in situ already at a very low concentration level. For details take a look at the data sheet of IMS-Analyzer.

The IMS-Analyzer is designed for ultra-low
level detection of either single or multicomponent contaminants in ambient air, air handlers or
DUV process tools. The IMS-Analyzer can be
configured to sample from 1 to 64 different
locations.
Monitoring of molecular bases, in particular
ammonia, has been necessary to optimize
chemically amplified resists since the inception
of DUV lithography.
Acid and base monitoring is important to maintain the high throughput in projection optics as
higher energy lasers are employed. C5 and
higher hydrocarbons have been found to coat
projection optics in the high energy environment, also reducing laser throughput.
Continuous monitoring is required in both
process tools and fab air to monitor for filter
breakthrough, resist neutralization and optics
degradation.
Monitoring of molecular bases, acids and
hydrocarbons is accomplished with the integrated IMS-Analyzer system. Multipoint sampling
allows for critical fab and tool monitoring from
one system.
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